Abstract. Let H be an atomic monoid. For x ∈ H, let L(x) denote the set of all possible lengths of factorizations of x into irreducibles. The system of sets of lengths of H is the set L(H) = {L(x) | x ∈ H}. On the other hand, the elasticity of x, denoted by ρ(x), is the quotient sup L(x)/ inf L(x) and the elasticity of H is the supremum of the set {ρ(x) | x ∈ H}. The system of sets of lengths and the elasticity of H both measure how far is H from being half-factorial, i.e., |L(x)| = 1 for each x ∈ H.
Introduction
Many interesting integral domains fail to be unique factorization domains. The interest in measuring such a failure dates back to the mid-nineteen century. For an integral domain R and x ∈ R, let Z(x) be the set of all possible factorizations of x into irreducibles. The domain R is called half-factorial if for all x ∈ R any two z, z ′ ∈ Z(x) involve the same number of irreducibles (counting repetitions). L. Carlitz [6] proved that a ring of integers is half-factorial if and only if the size of its class group is at most 2. The phenomenon of non-unique factorizations of many other families of integral domains has been studied since then (see [2, 3] and references therein). The study of the non-uniqueness of factorizations on commutative cancellative monoids has also earned significant attention during the last few decades (see [9, 8, 21] ). This is mainly because many factorization properties of an integral domain R are purely multiplicative in nature and, therefore, can be understood by studying only its multiplicative monoid R\{0}.
F. GOTTI
To measure how far is an integral domain or a commutative cancellative monoid from being factorial, many algebraic and arithmetical invariants have proved to be useful. Such invariants include the class group (of a Krull domain/monoid) [6] , the system of sets of lengths [16] , the elasticity [2] , and the set of distances [9] .
Notation. For d ≥ 1, we let C d denote the collection of all rank-d submonoids of any free monoid. In addition, we set C := ∪ d≥1 C d and C ≥2 := ∪ d≥2 C d .
The class C generalizes the class of all reduced affine monoids, i.e., monoids in C that are finitely generated. The interested reader may find a self-contained treatment of affine monoids in [5] . In this paper, we investigate the phenomenon of non-unique factorizations of monoids in C. To understand how far from half-factorials the monoids in the class C can be, we will investigate their systems of sets of lengths and their elasticities.
The system of sets of lengths L(H) of an atomic monoid H encodes significant information about the arithmetic of factorizations of H. As a result, the system of sets of lengths is perhaps the most investigated factorization invariant in the context of atomic monoids. In particular, the search for examples of families of atomic monoids having extremal systems of sets of lengths has been carried out often lately (see [27] and [14] ). In the first part of this paper we exhibit, for every d ≥ 2, a monoid H d ∈ C d having full system of sets of lengths.
In the 1970s, Narkiewicz posed the question of whether the arithmetic describing the non-uniqueness of factorizations in a Krull domain could be used to characterize its class group (for affirmative answers to this, see [17, Sections 7.1 and 7.2] ). In general, the question of whether L(H) completely determines a monoid H (up to isomorphisms) inside a distinguished family of atomic monoids has been considered before (see [1] , [23, Section 4] , and [16, Section 6] ). In the context of Krull monoids, this question is known as the Characterization Problem, which is still open and being actively investigated. Similar questions has been answered for numerical monoids [1] and Puiseux monoids [23] . Here, we argue that, for any d ≥ 2, the system of sets of lengths does not characterize (up to isomorphisms) the monoids in the class C d .
The concept of elasticity was introduced by R. Valenza [29] in the context of algebraic number theory. The elasticity ρ(H) ∈ R ≥1 ∪ {∞} of an atomic monoid H measure how far is H from being half-factorial; in particular, H is half-factorial if and only if ρ(H) = 1. Although the elasticity encodes substantially less amount of information than the system of sets of lengths does, the former is, in general, much easier to compute. The elasticity of integral domains and atomic monoids has been considered by many authors (see, for instance, [2] , [4] , [7] , and [25] ). In the last section of this paper, we turn to study the elasticity of monoids in C. In particular, we prove that the elasticity of any monoid in C 2 is either rational or infinity. Finally, we show that if the convex cone of H ∈ C is a polyhedral cone, then ρ(H) is also rational or infinite.
Background on Monoids and Factorization Theory
In this section we introduce most of the relevant concepts on commutative monoids and factorization theory required to follow our exposition. For a deeper background or undefined terms on these subjects, the reader may want to consult Geroldinger and Halter-Koch [17] and Grillet [26] . General Notation: Recall that N := {0, 1, 2, . . . }. If a, b ∈ Z and a ≤ b, then we let the interval [a, b] denote the set of integers {z ∈ Z | a ≤ z ≤ b}. In addition, for X ⊆ R and r ∈ R, we set X ≤r := {x ∈ X | x ≤ r}; with a similar spirit we use the symbols X ≥r , X <r , and
. Finally, we introduce the nonstandard notation
because the set P fin will play an important role in Section 4.
A monoid is commonly defined in the literature as a semigroup along with an identity element. However, in the following all monoids are commutative and cancellative, and we omit these two attributes accordingly. As we only consider commutative monoids, unless otherwise specified we will use additive notation. In particular, the identity element of a monoid H is denoted by 0, and we let H
• denote the set H \ {0}. For x, y ∈ H, we say that y divides x in H and write y | H x provided that x = y + z for some z ∈ H. We write H = S when H is generated by a set S. If H can be generated by a finite set, we say that H is finitely generated.
Every monoid H we are concerned about here is reduced, which means that the only invertible element of H is 0. An element a ∈ H
• is called an atom if for each pair of elements y, z ∈ H such that a = y + z either y = 0 or z = 0. The set consisting of all atoms of H is denoted by A(H), that is,
Since H is reduced, it follows that A(H) will be contained in each generating set of H. If A(H) generates H, then H is said to be atomic. All monoids addressed in this paper are atomic. For any monoid H there exist an abelian group gp(H) and a monoid homomorphism ι : H ֒→ gp(H) such that any monoid homomorphism φ : H → G (where G is a group) uniquely factors through ι. The group gp(H), which is unique up to isomorphism, is called the quotient group (or Grothendieck group) of H. If H is a monoid in C, then the rank of H, denoted by rank(H), is the rank of the abelian group gp(H), that is, the dimension of the Q-space Q ⊗ Z gp(H). As an immediate consequence, one has the following lemma.
A multiplicative commutative monoid F is free on a subset A of F if every element x ∈ F can be written uniquely in the form
where v a (x) ∈ N and v a (x) > 0 only for finitely many a ∈ A. It is well known that for each set A, there exists a unique free commutative monoid on A (up to isomorphism). The free commutative monoid on A(H), denoted by Z(H), is called the factorization monoid of H, and the elements of Z(H) are called factorizations. If z = a 1 . . . a n is a factorization in Z(H) for some n ∈ N and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A(H), then n is called the length of z and is denoted by |z|. The unique monoid homomorphism φ : Z(H) → H satisfying φ(a) = a for all a ∈ A(H) is called the factorization homomorphism of H, and for each x ∈ H the set
is called the set of factorizations of x. Observe that the monoid H is atomic if and only if Z(x) is nonempty for all x ∈ H (notice that Z(0) = {∅}). The monoid H is called a finite factorization monoid or, simply, an FF-monoid provided that |Z(x)| < ∞ for all x ∈ H. For each x ∈ H, the set of lengths of x is defined by
If |L(x)| < ∞ for all x ∈ H, then H is called a bounded factorization monoid or, for short, a BF-monoid. Clearly, if a monoid is an FF-monoid, then it is also a BF-monoid. The system of sets of lengths of H is defined by
We say that a BF-monoid H has full system of sets of lengths if L(H) = P fin . Note that P fin is the largest (under inclusion) system of sets of lengths a BF-monoid can have. In [16] the interested reader can find a friendly introduction to sets of lengths and the role they play in factorization theory. An important factorization statistic related with the sets of lengths of an atomic monoid H is the elasticity. The elasticity ρ(x) of an element x ∈ H
• is defined as
Note that ρ(x) ∈ Q ≥1 ∪ {∞} for all x ∈ H • . On the other hand, the elasticity of H is defined to be ρ(H) := sup{ρ(x) | x ∈ H}. The set of elasticities of H is R(H) := {ρ(x) | x ∈ H
• }. We say that H is fully elastic provided that R(H) = {q ∈ Q | 1 ≤ q ≤ ρ(H)}. The elasticity was first used by R. Valenza [13] as a tool to measure the phenomenon of non-unique factorizations in the context of algebraic number theory. The system of sets of lengths and the elasticity have received a great deal of attention in the literature in recent years (see, for instance, [1, 7, 12, 25] ).
A very special family of atomic monoids is that of all numerical monoids, i.e., cofinite submonoids of N. Each numerical monoid H has a unique minimal set of generators, which is finite; such a unique minimal generating set is precisely A(H). As a result, every numerical monoid is atomic and contains only finitely many atoms. A friendly introduction to numerical monoids can be found in [15] . We end this section with he following realization theorem of Geroldinger and Schmid, which will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 4.5.
be a finite nonempty set, and let f : L → Z ≥1 be a map. Then there exist a numerical monoid H and a squarefree element x ∈ H such that
where Z k (x) := {z ∈ Z(x) | |z| = k}.
Background on Convex Cones
The geometry needed in this sequel is very elementary and takes place in either the R-space R d or the Q-space Q d , mostly the later one. We denote the standard inned product of
As usual, for x ∈ R d we let ||x|| denote the Euclidean norm of x. We always consider the space R d endowed with the topology induced by the Euclidean norm. Finally, we let the Q-space Q d inherit the inner product and the topology of R d . Let V be a vector space over an ordered field. A nonempty subset C of V is called a convex cone provided that C is closed under linear combinations with nonnegative coefficients. Convex cones are clearly convex sets containing 0. If X is a nonempty subset of V , then the set
is the smallest cone containing X. In this case, cone(X) is called the cone generated by X. We say that a cone C is pointed if C ∩ −C = {0}. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the cones we consider here are pointed and lie inside the Q-space Q d . For a nonzero vector u ∈ R d , consider the hyperplane σ := {x ∈ R d | x, u = 0}, and denote the closed half-spaces {x ∈ R d | x, u ≤ 0} and {x ∈ R d | x, u ≥ 0} by σ − and σ + , respectively. If a cone C satisfies that C ⊆ σ − (resp., C ⊆ σ + ), then σ is called a supporting hyperplane of C and σ − (resp., σ + ) is called a supporting half-space of C. A subset F of C is a face if there exists a supporting hyperplane σ of C such that F = C ∩ σ. The cone C is said to be polyhedral provided that it has only finitely many faces.
Let H be a monoid. A submonoid S of H is called divisor-closed if for all x ∈ H and s ∈ S the fact that x | H s implies that x ∈ S. The monoid H is called primary if it is nontrivial and its only divisor-closed submonoids are {0} and H. Numerical monoids and, in general, additive submonoids of Q ≥0 are examples of primary monoids. For information about primary monoids, see [17, Section 2.7] . Primary monoids in C have the following geometric characterization. • is an open subset of
The System of Sets of Lengths
In this section we construct, for each d ≥ 2, a monoid H in C d having full system of sets of lengths, that is L(H) = P fin for all nontrivial monoid H ∈ C. To begin with, let us argue the following lemma.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that for every d ∈ Z ≥1 and each additive submonoid H of N d is an FF-monoid. Fix x ∈ H. It is clear that x, y ≥ 0 for all y ∈ H. Thus, y | H x implies that ||y|| ≤ ||x||. As a result, the set {a ∈ A(H) : a | H x} is finite, which implies that Z(x) is also finite. Hence H is an FF-monoid, as desired.
In particular, every monoid in C is a BF-monoid. Therefore to show that a monoid H in C has full system of sets of lengths, it suffices to verify that P fin ⊆ L(H). Before proceeding with our main result, let us exhibit some examples of families of atomic monoids and domains that have recently been proved to have full systems of sets of lengths.
The first family of atomic monoids with full systems of sets of lengths was given by Kainrath [27] in the context of Krull monoids. A monoid K is called a Krull monoid if there exists a monoid homomorphism φ : K → D, where D is a free commutative monoid, satisfying the next two conditions:
. . , a n ∈ K with d = gcd{φ(a 1 ), . . . , φ(a n )}.
The basis elements of D are called the prime divisors of K, and the abelian group Cl(K) := D/φ(K) is called the class group of K. As Krull monoids are isomorphic to submonoids of free abelian monoids, Krull monoids are atomic (see [17, Section 2.3] for further details about Krull monoids). 
In the same direction, Frisch has proved that the multiplicative monoid of the domain of integer-valued polynomials Int(Z) also has full system of sets of lengths (see [13] ). This result was recently generalized in [14] to the domain Int(O K ) of polynomials over a given number field K stabilizing the ring of integers O K . Additive submonoids of Q ≥0 with full systems of sets of lengths have also been exhibited recently. Although submonoids of Q ≥0 are natural generalizations of numerical monoids, they are not necessarily finitely generated or atomic. Moreover, if an atomic submonoid H of Q ≥0 is not isomorphic to a numerical monoid, then |A(H)| = ∞. The atomic structure and factorization theory of atomic submonoids of Q ≥0 have only been studied recently (see [22] and [24] ). It was proved in [19] that for d large enough there exists a primary monoid in C d having full system of sets of lengths. Now we exhibit a primary monoid in C 2 with full system of sets of lengths. Then we use such a monoid, to construct, for every d ∈ Z ≥2 , a monoid in C d with full system of sets of lengths. From now on, the following notation will be used recurrently: for a nonzero x ∈ R 2 ≥0 , we let slope(x) ∈ R ≥0 ∪ {∞} denote the slope of the line Rx, and for X ⊂ R 2 ≥0 we set slope(X) := {slope(x) | x ∈ X • }.
Theorem 4.5. There exists a primary monoid in C 2 having full system of sets of lengths.
Proof. As P fin is a countable collection, we can list its members. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . be an enumeration of the members of P fin . Fix ℓ, L ∈ Q >0 such that ℓ < L. Now take a sequence {a n } of elements in N 2 such that the sequence {slope(a 2n−1 )} strictly decreases to ℓ and the sequence {slope(a 2n )} strictly increases to L. In addition, assume that max{slope(a 2n−1 ) | n ∈ N} < min{slope(a 2n ) | n ∈ N}. Now for every n ∈ N, we use Theorem 2.2 to obtain an additive submonoid H n of Na n and an element x n ∈ H n such that L Hn (x n ) = S n (note that Na n contains an isomorphic copy of every numerical monoid). After rescaling each H 1 , H 2 , . . . (in this order) one can guarantee that
for every n ∈ N. Take H to be the smallest additive submonoid of N 2 containing every monoid H n . Clearly, H is generated by the set A := ∪ n∈N A(H n ). Let us prove that each S n is contained in L(H). Claim: If a ∈ A(H) divides x n in H, then slope(a) = slope(x n ). Proof of Claim: Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exist n ∈ N and a ∈ A(H) such that a | H x n and slope(a) = slope(x n ). Assume first that n is even, say n = 2k.
Observe that if slope(a) < slope(x 2k ), then we can take a ′ ∈ A(H) satisfying that a ′ | H x 2k and slope(a ′ ) > slope(x 2k ). Then we can assume without loss of generality that slope(a) > slope(x 2k ). This, along with the fact that x 2k has an even index, ensures that a ∈ A(H m ) for some index m > 2k. Now the inequality (4.1) guarantees that ||a|| > ||x 2k ||, which contradicts the already-established inequality ||a|| < ||x 2k ||. Hence every atom a of H dividing x 2k in H must satisfy that slope(a) = slope(x 2k ). The case when n is odd can be argued similarly. Thus, the claim follows.
As a direct consequence of the above claim, L H (x n ) = L Hn (x n ) = S n for every n ∈ N. Hence P fin ⊆ L(H), and so H has full system of sets of lengths. Finally, notice that cone(H)
• := {x ∈ Q 2 | x = 0 and ℓ < slope(x) < L}, which is an open subset of Q 2 . Thus, it follows by Theorem 3.1 that H is primary, which concludes the proof.
The reader might have noticed that the argument we presented in the proof of Theorem 4.5 can be simplified by using only one limit slope instead of two. We record this parallel result in the next proposition for future reference. However, the monoid resulting from using two slopes has the extra desirable property of being primary, as we will verify in Proposition ??. Proposition 4.6. There exists a monoid H in C 2 having full system of sets of lengths such that slope(H) has only one limit point.
Proof. It is left to the reader as it follows the same argument of the proof of Theorem 4.5.
As every submonoid of N is isomorphic to a numerical monoid, and the elasticity of a numerical monoid is finite [10, Theorem 2.1], no monoid in C 1 can have full system of sets of lengths. However, Theorem 4.5 can be used to construct, for each d ≥ 2, a maximal-rank submonoids of N d having full system of sets of lengths. 
As a result, L(H ′ ) = P fin implies that L(H) = P fin . Thus, H has full system of sets of lengths.
We would like to remark that the submonoid H of N d (for d ≥ 3) constructed in Corollary 4.7 is not primary. Notice, for instance, that H ∩ {x ∈ Q d | p d (x) = 0} is a nonempty proper divisor-closed submonoid of H. However, the reader is invited to argue the following conjecture, which we believe to be true. We conclude this section answering the characterization problem for sets of lengths in each class C d . Let φ : H → H ′ be a monoid isomorphism, where H and H ′ are monoids in C. Then φ extends to a group isomorphism gp(H) → gp(H ′ ). In particular, if two monoids in C are isomorphic, they have the same rank. Therefore Corollary 4.7 immediately implies that the system of sets of lengths does not characterize monoids in C ≥2 . On the other hand, it was proved in [1] that the system of sets of lengths does not characterize monoids in C 1 . Now we extend these two observations. Proof. First, suppose that d = 2. Take H, H ′ ∈ C d , and let φ : H → H ′ be a monoid isomorphism. Then φ extends to a group isomorphism gp(H) → gp(H ′ ) and, since Q is a flat Z-module, φ also extends to an isomorphismφ :
Asφ is a linear transformation, it must be continuous. Thus, if the monoids H and H ′ are isomorphic, then slope(A(H)) and slope(A(H ′ )) have the same number of limit points. Now if H and H ′ are the monoids in C 2 constructed in Proposition 4.6 and in the proof of Theorem 4.5, respectively, then slope(A(H)) ⊂ R has one limit point and slope(A(H ′ )) ⊂ R has two limit points. Hence L(H) = P fin = L(H ′ ), but H and H ′ are not isomorphic. Suppose, on the other hand, that d > 2. Notice that the monoid H of C d constructed in Corollary 4.7 satisfies that cone(H) is polyhedral. This is because there exists one supporting plane of cone(H) containing all but finitely many elements of A(H). Slightly altering the proof of Corollary 4.7, we can construct a monoid H ′ in C d with one of its one-dimensional extreme rays containing two atoms. As an isomorphism φ : H → H ′ would send atoms to atoms and its Q-linear extensionφ : Q ⊗ Z gp(H) → Q ⊗ Z gp(H ′ ) would send one-dimensional faces of cone(H) to one-dimensional faces of cone(H ′ ), such isomorphism φ cannot exist. Hence H and H ′ are not isomorphic monoids even though L(H) = P fin = L(H ′ ).
Rationality of the Elasticity
We now turn our attention to the elasticity of monoids in C. In [28] , S.Tringali posed the following question.
Question 5.1. Is always the elasticity of a submonoid of a free commutative monoid of finite rank either rational or infinite?
Clearly, the submonoids of free commutative monoids of finite rank are precisely those in C. In Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7, we shall provide two positive partial answers to Question 5.1. Before delving into the actual question, let us extend the notion of the set of lengths and the elasticity for submonoids of N.
Definition 5.2. Let k ∈ N and n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ N
• . Then for any nonzero x ∈ n 1 , . . . , n k , we define the generalized set of lengths of x with respect to the distinguished generators n 1 , . . . , n k to be
Similarly, the generalized elasticity of x with respect to n 1 , . . . , n k is defined to be
Lemma 5.3. For k ∈ Z ≥2 , take n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ N such that n 1 < · · · < n k . If the set ρ g (x) | x ∈ n 1 , . . . , n k
• has a limit point, then it must be n k /n 1 .
Proof. Set H = n 1 , . . . , n k . It is not hard to see that we can take N ∈ N large enough such that for all x ∈ H • there exists r x ∈ [1, N] ∩ H satisfying that x = r x + m x n 1 n k for some m x ∈ N. Now fix x 0 ∈ H with x 0 > N, and write x 0 = r + mn 1 n k for r ∈ [1, N] ∩ H and m ∈ N. As x 0 > N, it follows that m ≥ 1. Therefore any formal sum of copies of n 1 , . . . , n k adding to x 0 and maximizing the number of distinguished generators (counting repetitions) must contain at least mn k copies of n 1 and so
Similarly, any formal sum of copies of n 1 , . . . , n k adding to x 0 and minimizing the number of distinguished generators must contain at least mn 1 copies of n k and so
Using (5.1) and (5.2), we obtain that
As a result,
From the above inclusion of sets, it immediately follows that ρ g (x) | x ∈ H
• can have at most one limit point, namely n k /n 1 .
Remark 5.4.
A result similar to Lemma 5.3 was previously established in [4, Corollary 4.5]. We decided to reprove it here not only for the sake of completeness, but also because we need to work in a more general context, meaning that our distinguished set of generators {n 1 , . . . , n k } is not necessarily minimal, and n 1 , . . . , n k are not necessarily relatively prime.
For a nonzero vector a ∈ R d , we let p a : R d → Ra be the linear transformation that projects a vector of R d onto the one-dimensional space Ra. Also, for each j ∈ [1, d], we let p j (x) denote the j-th component of x. In particular, for nonzero vectors a, b ∈ N 2 , we have that a, b /||a|| = p 1 (a)p 1 (b) + p 2 (a)p 2 (b) /||a|| is the Fourier coefficient of b with respect to the unit vector a/||a||. Therefore the projection of b on a is given by
Lemma 5.5. Let a, x, y ∈ N 2 such that slope(x) < slope(a) < slope(y). Also, let α be the acute angle between x and a, and let β be the acute angle between a and y. Then the following identity holds: ||a|| ||y|| sin β x + ||a|| ||x|| sin α y = ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a.
Moreover, the coefficients of x, y, and a in the above identity are nonnegative integers.
Proof. Set a ⊥ := (−p 2 (a), p 1 (a)), and note that p a ⊥ (x) = −(||x|| sin α) a ⊥ /||a ⊥ || and p a ⊥ (y) = (||y|| sin β) a ⊥ /||a ⊥ ||. Taking z = (||y|| sin β)x + (||x|| sin α)y, we obtain that p a ⊥ (z) = 0, which implies that z and a are colinear, i.e., p a (z) = z. Since p a (x) = (||x|| cos α)a/||a|| and p a (y) = (||y|| cos β)a/||a||, it follows that z = p a (z) = (||y|| sin β)p a (x) + (||x|| sin α)p a (y) = ||x|| ||y|| sin α cos β + sin β cos α) a ||a|| = ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β) a ||a|| .
Hence ||a||z = ||x|| ||y|| sin(α+β)a, which is the desired trigonometric identity. Finally, observe that the coefficients of a, x, and y represent areas of lattice parallelograms. Hence such coefficients must be nonnegative integers.
We are now in a position to prove that the elasticity of each monoid in C 2 is either rational or infinite.
Theorem 5.6. Let H be a monoid in C 2 . Then ρ(H) is either rational or infinite.
Proof. If H is finitely generated, then it follows by [17, Theorem 1.6.6(2)] and [17, Theorem 3.1.4] that ρ(H) is accepted, which implies that ρ(H) is rational. So we assume that H is not finitely generated. Note that for every v ∈ N 2 , the submonoid Nv ∩ H of H is isomorphic to an additive submonoid of N and is, therefore, finitely generated. This, along with the fact that |A(H)| = ∞, implies that the set slope(A(H)) must have at least one limit point (maybe ∞). By reflecting H with respect to the line y = x if necessary, we can assume that slope(A(H)) has a finite limit point. CASE 1. The set slope(A(H)) has at least two limit points. In this case, we will argue that H has infinite elasticity. To do so, take N ∈ N. CASE 1.1. There exists a ∈ A(H) such that the vector slope(a) is strictly between two limit points of slope(H). Then the sets X := {x ∈ A(H) | slope(x) < slope(a)} and Y := {y ∈ A(H) | slope(y) > slope(a)} are both infinite. Therefore there exist atoms x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that min{||x||, ||y||} ≥ 2N||a||. By Lemma 5.5, one has that (5.4) ||a|| ||y|| sin β x + ||a|| ||x|| sin α y = ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a, where α is the acute angle between x and a, and β is the acute angle between a and y.
Using the fact that min{||x||, ||y||} ≥ 2N||a||, we obtain (5.5) ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β) > N(||a|| ||y|| sin β + ||a|| ||x|| sin α).
Because the coefficients of x, y, and a in the identity (5.4) are positive integers, the element h 0 := ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a belongs to H. Moreover, applying the inequality (5.5), one obtains that
Hence ρ(H) = ∞. CASE 1.2. There is no a ∈ A(H) such that slope(a) is strictly between two limit points. Observe that, in this case, slope(H) contains exactly two limit points. As a consequence, it is not hard to see that we can choose x, y, a ∈ A(H) such that slope(x) < slope(a) < slope(y). In addition, note that we can assume that ||a|| is large enough that the inequalities ||a|| sin β > N||x||/2 and |a| sin α > N||y||/2 hold, where the angles α and β are defined as in the CASE 1.1. By Lemma 5.5, we again obtain the identity (5.4). Because the coefficients of x, y, and a in (5.4) are positive integers, h 1 = 2||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a belongs to H. Using the inequalities ||a|| sin β > N||x||/2 and ||a|| sin α > N||y||/2, we get
Thus, in this case, ρ(H) = ∞. CASE 2. The set slope(A(H)) contains only one limit point. Let ℓ be the limit point of slope (A(H) ). Now consider the set X ℓ := {x ∈ A(H) | slope(x) < ℓ} and the set Y ℓ := {y ∈ A(H) | slope(y) > ℓ}. CASE 2.1. The sets X ℓ and Y ℓ are both nonempty. Fix N ∈ N. Take x ∈ X ℓ and y ∈ Y ℓ . Since ℓ is a limit point of slope(H), we can choose a ∈ A(H) satisfying that slope(x) < slope(a) < slope(y) and large enough such that ||a|| sin β > N||x||/2 and ||a|| sin α > N||y||/2. Proceeding exactly as we did in CASE 1.2, we can conclude that ρ(H) > N. Hence ρ(H) = ∞ in this case again. CASE 2.2. One of the sets X ℓ and Y ℓ is empty. Assume, without loss of generality, that X ℓ is not empty. Take a nonzero vector v ∈ R 2 ≥0 such that slope(v) = ℓ, and set
CASE 2.2.1. The set S ℓ is not finite. Fix x ∈ X ℓ . As S ℓ is infinite and the Fourier coefficient of each vector in X ℓ with respect to the normal vector v ⊥ is integer, there exists a ∈ X ℓ such that ||p v ⊥ (a)|| > 2N||x||. Note that ||p v ⊥ (a)|| = ||a|| sin β ′ , where β ′ is the acute angle between a and v. Now take y ∈ X ℓ such that the acute angle β between y and a is close enough to β ′ that both inequalities slope(y) > slope(a) and ||a|| sin β > N||x|| hold. Now, we can apply Lemma 5.5 to obtain once again the identity (5.4). Since the coefficients of x, y, and a in (5.4) are positive integer, the element h 2 := 2||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a belongs to H. On the other hand, using the fact that ||a|| sin β > N||x||, one finds that
This allows us to conclude again that ρ(H) = ∞. CASE 2.2.2. The set S ℓ is finite. Take H ℓ = s 1 , . . . , s k , where S ℓ = {s 1 , . . . , s k } and s 1 < · · · < s k . Among all the atoms of H minimizing the set S ℓ , let x be the one of largest slope. On the other hand, among all the atoms of H maximizing S ℓ , let a be the one with largest slope. Fix ǫ > 0.
First, suppose that slope(a) < slope(x), and let α be the acute angle between x and a. Now take y ∈ A(H), and let β denote the acute angle between a and y. Since
we can assume that ||y|| is large enough such that the inequalities slope(a) > slope(y) and
both hold. Now, Lemma 5.5 allows us to use identity (5.4) once again. This, along with the fact that h 3 := ||x|| ||y|| sin(α + β)a ∈ H, implies that
. Now suppose that slope(a) > slope(x). Let α be defined as before, take y ∈ A(H), and let β now denote the acute angle between x and y. Since
and ℓ is a limit point of slope(H), we can assume that ||y|| large enough so that slope(x) > slope(y) and
By Lemma 5.5,
||x|| ||y|| sin β a + ||x|| ||a|| sin α y = ||a|| ||y|| sin(α + β)x.
Since the coefficients in (5.7) are positive integers, h 4 := ||a|| ||y|| sin(α + β)x is an element of H and, therefore,
Finally, suppose that slope(a) = slope(x). In this case, it is not hard to see that the element h 5 := p 1 (a)p 2 (a)x ∈ H can also be written in the form h 5 = p 1 (a)p 2 (x)a. Since a, x ∈ A(H), it follows that
Thus, we always have ρ(H) ≥ ρ g (H ℓ ). On the other hand, if a 1 + · · · + a n ∈ Z H (w) is an n-length factorization of w ∈ H, then ||p v ⊥ (a 1 )|| + · · · + ||p v ⊥ (a n )|| is an n-length generalized factorization of ||p v ⊥ (w)|| in H ℓ . Therefore L H (w) ⊆ L g(H ℓ ) (||p v ⊥ (w)||) for all w ∈ H, where L g(H ℓ ) (h) denotes the generalized set of lengths of h in H ℓ with respect to the distinguished set of generators s 1 , . . . , s k . This implies that ρ(H) ≤ ρ g (H ℓ ). Hence ρ(H) = ρ g (H ℓ ), which is rational by Lemma 5.3. This completes the proof.
We conclude our exposition providing a subclass of C d (for d ≥ 3) whose members have rational or infinite elasticity.
Theorem 5.7. Let H be a monoid in C ≥3 . If the cone of H in the Q-space Q ⊗ Z gp(H) is polyhedral, then ρ(H) is either rational or infinite.
Proof. Set d = rank(H). After identifying Q ⊗ Z gp(H) with Q d , we can assume that H is a submonoid of N d . If H is finitely generated, then we can argue that ρ(H) ∈ Q as we did at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 5.6. Then there is no loss in assuming that H is not finitely generated, i.e., |A(H)| = ∞.
Fix N ∈ N. Since cone(H) is polyhedral, it must have finitely many one-dimensional faces; call them L 1 , . . . , L n . Since each L i is a one-dimensional face, we can take a i ∈ L i ∩ A(H) for each i ∈ [1, n]. Clearly, cone(H) = cone(a 1 , . . . , a n ). Consider the parallelepiped Π := α 1 a 1 + · · · + α n a n | 0 ≤ α i ≤ 1 for every i ∈ [1, n] .
Since Π ∩ Z d is finite and Π ∩ Z d ⊂ Q ≥0 a 1 + · · · + Q ≥0 a n , we can choose N 0 ∈ N • large enough that N 0 z ∈ Z ≥0 a 1 + · · · + Z ≥0 a n for each z ∈ Π ∩ Z d . Notice that for each n ∈ N, there exist only finitely many atoms of H whose norms are at most n. As a result, there exists a ∈ A(H) such that ||a|| > (N + 1)(||a 1 || + · · · + ||a n ||).
As we can naturally partition cone(H) into copies of the parallelepiped Π, we can write a = v + c 1 a 1 + · · · + c n a n for some v ∈ Π ∩ Z d and nonnegative integer coefficients c 1 , . . . , c n . Since the diameter of Π is ||a 1 + · · · + a n || and v ∈ Π, it follows that ||v|| ≤ ||a 1 || + · · · + ||a n || and, therefore, ′ n a n , we obtain that
As N was arbitrarily taken, ρ(H) = ∞, which concludes the proof.
Recall that an atomic monoid H is fully elastic if R(H) = {q ∈ Q | 1 ≤ q ≤ ρ(H)}. Each monoid in C 1 fails to be fully elastic (see [10, Theorem 2.2] ). However, because every atomic monoid having full system of sets of lengths is, obviously, fully elastic, we have the following direct implication of Corollary 4.7.
Proposition 5.8. For each d ≥ 2, there exists a monoid in C d that is fully elastic.
